
Communications & Marketing Lead

Overview

The Communications & Marketing Lead is responsible for developing, delivering and

optimising Y.O.U Underwear’s communications and marketing strategy and content across

our website, email and blog platforms. The aim of this role is to engage supporters and

customers with a view to increasing awareness, brand loyalty and ultimately sales.

The Communications & Marketing Lead is a hands-on role with responsibility for creating

compelling content that supports our brand and mission, as well as being a key public-facing

representative of our brand. You will work closely with the CEO and the Social Media Lead to

ensure joined-up external communications across our brand, and also with the COO to

support our e-commerce platform.

As Y.O.U Underwear grows, we hope to continually educate and raise awareness of the need

for conscious consumption to drive change, in both environmental and social terms. A core

aspect of this role is showing our audience that you can change the world one pair of pants

at a time!

Specific areas of responsibility include:

● Developing and maintaining our content marketing strategy, including a plan, targets and

schedule across all communications channels, and undertaking subsequent content creation

and curation on the company’s behalf.

● Responsibility for creating our monthly and quarterly content plans, with inputs from the

Social Media Lead, and writing compelling content for our blog and email marketing on a

weekly basis.

● Owning and growing our email marketing channel. This includes maintaining and building

our email subscriber lists, optimisation of email journeys and performance, and ensuring

email marketing best practice is followed.

● Improving Y.O.U Underwear’s search engine ranking, achieving that through regular keyword

monitoring and subsequent content development across channels including our website and

blog. This also includes coordinating with the Social Media Lead to ensure optimisation

across all channels.

● Feeding into website development plans based on customer and content research in order

to help optimise performance across all key metrics.

● Regular monitoring and reporting of performance across all communications channels,

including website, blog and email activities, devising and working towards targets across

acquisition, engagement and sales areas, and making operational recommendations based

on performance and insights.



● Developing and maintaining our brand architecture documents including our tone of voice

and look and feel, as well as customer persona documents to support our brand presence

and recognition.

● Working with the CEO to drive PR and other promotional and outreach activity to raise the

profile of the business.

● Collaborating with Social Media Lead to ensure fully joined-up communications and present

a consistent brand profile to customers.

● Starting to develop a paid advertising strategy across search platforms.

● Maintaining our presence and optimising our profile and listings across online platforms and

marketplaces, including Etsy and eBay for Change.

● Maintaining our awards schedule and submissions, as well as our customer testimonials

database, to support our communications and marketing work.

● Maintaining our commitment to ethical marketing and promoting body positivity by

selecting realistic images and never airbrushing model shots.

● Ensuring the protection of customer data and only holding data in line with the Data &

Privacy Policy.

● Supporting the CEO and the wider Y.O.U team as required and helping drive our mission of

improving access to education and employment for women and girls through the provision

of underwear.

Desirable skills include, but not limited to:

● Experience of using an e-commerce and content management system, and email

marketing platform.

● Demonstrable experience of growing and delivering an email marketing programme to

customers or subscribers, inline with best practice standards.

● Understanding of brand management and development.

● Strong creative and writing skills, with experience of tailoring messages to engage with

audiences via different platforms as needed.

● Understanding of content marketing best practice and content strategy principles.

● Ability to work independently and as part of a remote team.

● Experience of using digital tools including: Canva, Google Analytics, Mailerlite.

● Experience of online marketplaces such as Etsy.

Y.O.U Underwear is proud to be an equal opportunities employer, and is committed to

creating a diverse and inclusive environment. All qualified applicants will receive

consideration for employment without regard to race, colour, religion, gender, gender

identity or expression, sexual orientation, genetics, disability or age.

Y.O.U Underwear is committed to ethical practice and sustainability across a diverse range of

processes, from the sourcing of raw materials to manufacture, transport to packaging,

marketing to employment. We want to ensure the highest environmental and social



standards in our product life cycle, business governance, customer relationships and in-house

activities. The Communications & Marketing Lead will work in accordance with these values

whilst helping the business grow to become a sustainable mechanism through which

underwear can be donated to vulnerable individuals in the long term.
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